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In this mall note we prove to be true two conjectures proposed in [6]. Actually, 
we obtain a finer theorem, which includes those conjectures andgives, we hope, 
some additional insight into the study of Pythagoras numbers, even of higher order, 
of real curve germs. ‘T 1990 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. STATEMENT OF THE RESULTS 
Henceforth. k will stand for afixed real closed field. 
( 1.1) DEFINITION. A real AP-curve (ouer k) is a l-dimensional, excellent 
henselian local real domain whose residue field isk. 
(This definition is equivalent to he one in [6], modulo M. Artin’s 
approximation heory [ 1I.) 
Our first result is: 
(1.2) THEOREM. Let A be a real AP-curve. The following assertions are
equivalent: 
(1) A is ArJI 
(2) A is Pythagorean. 
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We recall that A is (a) Arf, if emb dim(B) = mult(B) for every local ring 
B infinitely n arto A [4], and (b) pythagorean, if each sum of (two) 
squares inA is a square inA [6]. 
Thus, (1) =S (2) above is Conjecture (1)in [6], and (1) o (2) reduces 
Conjecture (2)to the obvious fact that, ifA is Arf, every local ring infinitely 
near to A is Arf too. 
Now, we introduce th standard terminology f [2]: for n2 1, let pzn 
denote the 2nth Pythagoras number of A, i.e.: 
p2,, = smallest p, 1s p 5 + a, such that any sum of 2nth 
powers in A is asum of no more than p2nth powers 
in A. 
Then, we can state: 
(1.3) THEOREM. Let A be a real AP-curve. Thefollowing assertions are 
equivalent: 
(1) pz = 1 (i.e., A is Pythagorean), 
(2) pzn = 1 fbr some n, 
(3) p2n = 1 for all n. 
Finally, etus remark that he following proofs are written down using 
the hypothesis that A is real domain, but some not difficult modifications 
would give the same results in the slightly more general case: 
A is reduced and A/# is real for every zero-divisor fi of A. 
We restrict ourselves to real domains for the sake of brevity. 
2. PROOF OF THE THEOREMS 
First ofall, itis enough to treat the algebroid case, i.e., thecase when A 
is complete. Indeed, this is done by completion, using [4, (2.7.ii), (2.9)], 
and the fact: p,,(A) = 1 if and only if p2,,(a) = 1. The latter lemma is 
proved in [6, (2.1.1)] forn= 1, but an obvious change in that proof makes 
it work for arbitrary n. 
Hence, we assume A is complete and its derived normal ring 2 is (up to 
a k-isomorphism) k[ [t]]. Let o stand for the canonical valuation of 
kCCtl1. 
We can write jointly both Theorems (1.2) and (1.3) as
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and here there are two non-trivial imp ications: the first and the last. In
proving these, the next lemma will be essential: 
(2.1) LEMMA. A is Arf if and only if the following condition holds true: 
(1) Ifx, y, y’~ A, x#O, and y/x, y’/x~A, then yy’/x~ A. 
Proof: See [4, (2.1), (2.2) remarks after (1.7)]. 
Now we are ready to show the first implication. 
Proof of(1.2.1)=(1.3.3). Assume condition (2.1.1). Fix nz 1. We have 
to check that every sum x2” +y2”, x, y E A, has a 2n th root zE A. Suppose, 
for example, o(x) 5o(y). 
We introduce th set 
(2.2) B={uE.&uxEA}L& 
Condition (2.1.1) means that B is a ring. Clearly B 3A, and we claim 
that B is local henselian with residue field k.
Indeed, since A is a finite A-module, sois B. But B is a domain, and A 
is local henselian, which implies B is local henselian too [S, (43.12), 
(43.13)]. On the other hand, the xtensions A c Bc 2 are dominating, and 
A, d both ave k as residue field, so that k is also the residue field ofB. 
Now we claim 
(2.3) y’” +‘/xm EA (all m 2 1). 
Indeed, just write ym+ l/x”’ = yy’/x, y’= y”‘/x”-‘. Then ~1x6 A and 
y’/x =( Y/x)~ E2: our claim follows by induction from (2.1.1). 
In particular, (1 + (y/x)‘“)x = x +y2”/x2”- ’ E A and 
(2.4) u= 1 + (y/x)‘% B.
--2 The residue class ofu is U = 1 + (y/x) >0, since k is real closed, and the 
polynomial T2” - U has a simple root in k. Consequently, B being 
henselian, T2” -u E B[T] has a root vE B. By the very definition of B,
---VXEA and i  
z 2n = TJ2n,y2n = Up = p + y2". 
The first implication is proved. 
We turn to: 
Proof of (1.3.2) * (1.2.1). Assume p2n = 1 for a fixed n 1 1. We shall 
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verify that condition (2.1.1) holds true in A. But we remark that it is 
enough to check 
(2.5) If X, y E A and o(x) <o(y), then y*/x EA. 
For, let zi, Z*E A be such that z,/x, z,/x~A. Then o(x) 5o(zi) and 
since the residue field of2 is k c A, there are C,E A such that 




and three applications of (2.3) yield z1z2/xe A.
Whence let us check (2.5) inA, i.e., that z= y*/x EA if o(y) >o(x). 
Consider first the Taylor expansion in k[ [ T] 1: 
(2.6) $(T)=*~iTjiTTp=a,T”+ ... +ai,Ti~+T”Y(T), 
where aip #0, all p= 1, . . r, and s is large enough for A to contain a y 
hek[[t]] with w(h)z~ (e.g., s = degree of the conductor fA in 
B = k[ [t]]; cf. [3, (4.4)]). A mere computation gives 
(2.7) i, = 2. 
Finally, consider Vandermonde’s determinant for any p0 < . . . < pi, in k: 
O+A=det(~f)o~i,,~i,. 
Computing A through the (i, + 1) x (i, + 1) minors that contain the rows 
i = i,, .. i,, we get I,, . . 1, E k such that 
(2.8) Of6=det(~%),,,,,,Ek. 
Now we apply the hypothesis p2,, = 1 to get elements 
uy = 2n x*~ + (x + 1, Y)~” EA. 
But o( y/x) >0 and we can substitute T = 1, y/x in (2.6), which gives 
uy = xll/(A, y/x) =xa,(l, y/x)” + . + XUi,(A, y/x)” + h, 
~,=(&Y/x)” ‘U(&,~lx)~WC~ll CA (by the choice ofs). 
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In other words, x(y/x)‘“, . . x(y/x)” E A is a solution of the linear system 
(2.9) u- A”Y,+ 10 4 ... +a;,$Y,=f,=u,-h,eA, 
whose determinant is a, .. ui, 6 ~k\{0}, (2.8), i.e., it is a unit in A. By 
Cramer’s rule that solution c sists of elements of A. In particular 
Y,=x(y/x)‘*= y’/x~A, 
as i,=2, (2.7). 
This way we have completed the proof of Theorems (1.2) and (1.3). 
Remark. Since k is real closed, there is a Hilbert-Hausdorff formula 
2n+ 1 
(X2 + Y2)n = C (u,X+ b; Y)2n, ui, hi E k, 
r=l 
and it follows directly hat (1.3.2) + (1.3.1). But making n= 1 in the last 
part of our proof does not make it easier. 
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